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A B S T R A C T   

Shear strengthening of existing structures is often required in cases where shear strength is deficient because 
shear failures in RC members are associated with brittle collapse. In previous papers, the authors presented an 
innovative system for active strengthening shear critical-reinforced concrete (RC) beams using shape memory 
alloys (SMA) to take advantage of the shape memory effect. The authors also presented an approach to design 
this type of reinforcement based on the Compression Chord Capacity Model (CCCM). This model considers 
several shear transfer actions, including increased shear strength of the concrete compressed chord due to its 
confinement. 

This article presents an experimental study of RC beams with new types of SMA strengthening systems that 
also improve the shear behaviour of beams. 

The new types of tested shear strengthening systems are U-shaped external wires to facilitate the construction 
process by reducing initial imperfections; spiral active SMA wire implanted into a groove in the lower RC 
specimen part to see if it improves the dowel action effect; spiral active SMA wire only confining the compressed 
chord to check whether the CCCM predictions in this regard are adequate.   

1. Introduction 

Building structures and civil infrastructures undergo changes in use 
throughout their lifetime and extensions and/or modifications. The 
loads requested to structural elements are increased during many of 
these interventions. In addition, the stock of both reinforced concrete 
(RC) structures in buildings and civil infrastructures are ageing, which 
requires a maintenance programme that often crystallises in a specific or 
generalised structure retrofit. So it is becoming increasingly important 
to perform strengthenings to extend the lifetime of RC structures. This 
lifetime extension has become a primary environmental goal. 

Shear failures of RC elements can also be fragile in some cases, which 
is the reason for the shear strengthening of RC structures to provide 
increased shear strength and improve ductility. 

In recent years, different shear strengthening techniques have been 
studied using several materials and anchoring systems. Adhikary and 
Mutsuyoshi studied steel brackets, steel plates, vertical strips and 
externally anchored stirrups as effective retrofits for enhancing the shear 

strength of RC beams [1]. Due to their high strength-to-weight ratios and 
excellent durability, FRP composites have become widely used for ret-
rofitting RC structures, including shear strengthening [2]. 

Active shear strengthening has also been studied using different 
materials: prestressed stainless-steel ribbons by Colajanni et al. [3], who 
confined in some tests only the partial depth of the cross-section of RC 
beams to simulate the usual RC beam condition below the floor slab; 
prestressed carbon fibre-reinforced polymer (CFRP) tested by Motavalli 
et al. [4] in EMPA laboratories for flexural and shear strengthening, and 
also for column confinement; and different SMAs in various forms. 

The SMAs used for the shear strengthening of RC beams can be 
classified into two groups: iron-based SMA (Fe-SMA) [5–8] and Nickel- 
Titanium-Niobium SMA (Ni-Ti-Nb wires) [9]. The latter is related to this 
paper. Regarding iron-based alloys, the first active shear strengthening 
was studied for an actual application: in 2001, Soroushian et al. [5] 
tested a reinforced concrete beam strengthened with Fe-Mn-Si-Cr rods 
and then applied this technology to repair a bridge with shear cracks in 
Michigan, where the alloy developed recovery stresses of 255 MPa after 
heating it to 300 ◦C to, thus, mainly close a shear crack. 
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More than one decade later, several researchers used another iron- 
based alloy (Fe-Mn-Cr-Ni) provided in strips for external active shear 
strengthening purposes. Zerbe et al. [6] applied it to RC T-beams and 
observed an increment in shear strength of around 20–25% on retro-
fitted beams. However, the anchorage system influenced the critical 
shear crack pattern, and the results were inconclusive. Montoya et al. [7] 
employed these strips to transversally prestress or confine the whole 
cross-section of 10 rectangular small-scale RC beams. They observed 
that the appearance of shear cracks was delayed for the retrofitted RC 
beams with activated strips. Cladera et al. [8] tested RC T-beams 
strengthened with different quantities of U-shaped strips and distinct 
anchoring configurations to observe an approximate 30% increase in the 
shear strength of retrofitted beams. However, these authors concluded 
that the need to anchor strips and the subsequent activation probably 
weakened the flange-web connection and hindered closing the shear 
truss, which would provide less ductile behaviour than expected. The 
same iron-based alloy used in the last cited works has also been 
employed for flexural strengthening in different circumstances [10–13]. 

Karayannis and Chalioris [14] in 2013 and Mas et a. in 2016 [15] 
studied the shear behaviour of rectangular spiral reinforcement, the 
former in steel and the latter in pseudoelastic Ni-Ti, as internal shear 
reinforcement of RC linear elements. They observed that this continuous 
stirrup type improved post-peak deformation ductility compared to the 
beams with an equal quantity of commonly used stirrups. The spiral 

configuration was also applied in [9], using SMA (Ni-Ti-Nb) wires 
capable of generating recovery stresses of up to 436 MPa as external 
active shear strengthening. It was concluded that by placing the SMA 
retrofit, the initial imperfections caused initial prestressing losses of the 
recovery stresses generated due to the shape memory effect (SME). 
Moreover, it was observed in [9] that the Compression Chord Capacity 
Model (CCCM) very suitably predicted both the beneficial effect of 
active shear strengthening and the favourable effect of confining the RC 
element core with no modification made to its original formulation. 
Besides all this, it was also found [9] that active strengthening could 
partially close cracks and increase both shear strength and ductility in 
shear failures. 

The fact that the initial imperfections diminished the effectiveness of 
the initial prestressing, mainly due to the spiral strengthening geometry 
generating curvature of the wires (imperfections) at the upper and lower 
edges, is one reason why that research is herein continued, where new 
constructive solutions are proposed in this paper to reduce that degree of 
imperfection. The proposal is made to compare the behaviour of re-
inforcements with U-shaped stirrups anchored by steel plates to that of 
the continuous rectangular spiral used in [9]. Moreover, efforts were 
also made to improve the easiness of employing this strengthening 
system. 

Furthermore, the good predictions achieved by the CCCM for SMA 
shear strengthened reinforced concrete beams presented in [9], and the 

Nomenclature 

a shear span, the distance from the support to the resultant of 
the loads producing shear at that support. 

b width of the cross-section. 
d effective depth of the cross-section. 
l beam length 
fcd is the design value of concrete compressive strength. 
fck characteristic compressive strength of concrete. 
fcm mean compressive strength of concrete using 150-mm 

cubes. 
fcm,cyl mean compressive strength of concrete using 150 × 300 

mm cylinders, considered equal to 0.9fcm. 
fs stress in the spiral or U-stirrup at failure, equal to σR + Δσε, 

in previous works the steal yield stress. 
fsp mean splitting strength of concrete using 150 mm × 300 

mm cylinders. 
fy mean yield strength of the reinforcement. 
fywd design yield strength of the shear reinforcement. 
fu failure strength of the reinforcement. 
h overall depth of a cross-section. 
i0 percentage of initial imperfection of the wires. 
s spacing of the stirrups. 
x neutral axis depth of the cracked section, obtained 

assuming zero concrete tensile strength. 
z inner lever arm. In the shear analysis of reinforced concrete 

members without axial force, the approximate value z ≈
0.9d may normally be used. 

Af austenite finish temperature. 
As austenite start temperature. 
Asw cross-sectional area of the shear reinforcement. 
Ecm secant modulus of elasticity of concrete, Ecm =

22000
(
fcm/10

)0.3≯39GPa. 
Es modulus of elasticity of reinforcing steel. 
Mf martensite finish temperature. 
Ms martensite start temperature. 
Vcu concrete contribution to the shear resistance of the 

member. 

Vconfinement
cu increase of the concrete contribution to the shear 

resistance of the member due to confinement. 
Vno strength. average shear strength of not strengthened beams. 
VR design shear resistance of the member. 
VR,max design value of the maximum shear force which can be 

sustained by the member, limited by crushing of the struts. 
Vsu contribution of internal or external shear reinforcement to 

the shear resistance of the member. 
Vtest experimental shear strength of a tested beam. 
α angle between shear reinforcement and the beam axis 

perpendicular to the shear force in Eq. (4) and Eq. (5). 
αcw coefficient taking account the state of the stress in the 

struts: αcw = 1 for non prestressed structures; 
αcw = 1+σcp/fcd for 0 ≤ σcp ≤ 0.25fcd; αcw = 1.25 for 
0.25fcd < σcp ≤ 0.50fcd; and αcw = 2.5

(
1 − σcp/fcd

)
for 

0.50fcd < σcp ≤ fcd. 
αe modular ratio, αe = Es/Ecm. 
δ mid-span deflection 
ν1 strength reduction factor for concrete cracked in shear, ν1 

= 0.6 for fck ≤ 60 MPa and ν1 = 0.9-fck/200 for fck > 60 
MPa. 

θ angle between the concrete compression strut and the 
beam axis perpendicular to the shear force, given by Eq. 
(9). 

ρl longitudinal tensile reinforcement ratio referred to the 
effective depth d and the width b. 

σR recovery stress taking into account the initial imperfection 
i0. 

ζ combined size and slenderness effect factor, given by Eq. 
(6). 

ΔVcu non-dimensional confinement factor which considers the 
increment of the shear resisted by the concrete caused by 
the stirrup confinement in the compression chord, see Eq. 
(4) and (8). 

Δσε stress increase from the recovery stress in the Ni-Ti-Nb 
wires at shear failure of the strengthened beams.  
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model’s ability to predict the beneficial effect of compressed chord 
confinement [16] allowed the proposal of using an SMA spiral shear 
retrofit that wraps only the compressed chord. The study of such 
strengthening is twofold: on the one hand, it intends to verify the pre-
viously observed goodness of the CCCM model [9] in this sense because 
the initial model’s hypothesis takes into account vertical stresses at the 
compression chord; on the other hand, it aims to evaluate whether a 
reinforcement of this style, such as that already proposed in [17] with 
very good results (albeit reinforcement was internal and passive in that 
case), is of economic interest. 

2. Shear strength of RC structures 

The shear strength of reinforced concrete (RC) beams is still a hot 
topic for the scientific community, and no general agreement on shear 
models has been reached. By way of example, the American Concrete 
Institute (ACI) did not change its 318 Building Code Guidelines for shear 
strength in reinforced concrete beams in about 50 years, and when it 
did, it based the code shear model on six proposals for the one-way shear 
strength of RC elements of different research groups [18]. The proposals 
were based on different hypotheses, and each one gave different specific 
weights to shear transfer actions. However, the shear transfer actions 
that influence the shear strength of a slender RC beam are widely rec-
ognised, which are: shear stresses over the depth of the (uncracked) 
compression zone due to flexion, interface shear transfer and residual 
tensile stresses across cracks, dowel action and the contribution of shear 
reinforcement (if it exists) [19]. 

One of the six proposals for the new One-Way Shear Equations 318 
Building Code is based on the CCCM [20], and takes into account all the 
above-mentioned shear transfer actions [16], derived for design (code) 
purposes from a more complex model [21]. The CCCM shear strength 
predictions of the SMA shear-strengthened beams were supported by 
laboratory tests previously presented by the authors [9]. 

2.1. Compression chord Capacity model 

The CCCM is a model based on the usual critical shear crack of ele-
ments both without shear reinforcement and with low and medium 
shear reinforcement (see Fig. 1a). This crack is composed of two 
branches described in [22,23]. A fundamental aspect of CCCM is its 
failure criterion as a result of loss of equilibrium triggered when the 
second branch of the critical crack is formed by a state of stresses in the 

bending compressed chord, which reaches the envelope described by 
Kupfer in [24] (see Fig. 1b). The stresses that develop in the compressed 
chord are: horizontal compressive stresses due to bending, shear stresses 
that can be simplified as shown in Fig. 1c, and vertical compression 
stresses (or “clamping stresses) produced by either the confinement of 
the shear reinforcement or external and active SMA shear-retrofit (see 
Fig. 1c). 

Although the CCCM was not initially derived specifically as a model 
to consider externally added strengthening reinforcement, it can be used 
without causing problems. Therefore, the shear strength of an externally 
confined RC beam may be considered the sum of concrete contribution 
(Vcu), concrete contribution increment due to external confinement 
(Vcu

confinement) and shear reinforcement contribution (Vsu). The main ex-
pressions governing shear strength are summarised in Table 1 for the 
particular case of RC beams with a rectangular cross-section. Material 
strength parameters adopted in Eqs. (1)-(9) are average laboratory 
values and not design values. See the notations for a description of each 
expression and all the factors. 

Note that the CCCM can be useful for SMA-retrofits that confine only 
the compressed chord. This aspect was tested in the experimental study 
herein reported. 

2.2. Shear strengthening of RC structures using the shape memory effect 

The main shear strengthening topic of RC structures by means of 
SMAs using the shape memory effect is to take advantage of martensitic 
transformation [25] to generate recovery stresses to prestress RC 
structures. In this research, the prestressing technique was performed 
using Ni-Ti-Nb wires that wrapped RC beams in a transverse direction to 
strengthen beams, specifically in shear. These Ni-Ti-Nb wires were 
activated by a rise in temperature up to 200 ◦C through a heat gun that 
generated the reverse martensitic transformation. 

The martensitic transformation took place within a finite interval of 
temperatures (Fig. 2) with a co-existence of two phases: austenite and 
martensite. The forward martensitic transformation was induced when 
cooling the austenite phase and consisted of the martensite phase 
appearing. If the temperature was appropriate for the material to be in 
the martensite phase, the reverse transformation was induced by heating 
the material. Note that this transformation exhibits thermal hysteresis: 
the forward and reverse transformations do not occur within the same 
temperature range. The SMA generates recovery stresses if the defor-
mation is impeded during this reverse transformation. Furthermore, the 

Fig. 1. Schematic of the failure criterion of the CCCM.  
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wider the gap between those temperature intervals, the more likely the 
recovery stress generated after the subsequent cooling process to 
ambient temperature remain. This is a key aspect to consider when 
selecting SMAs to strengthen civil engineering structures, as the tem-
peratures range for SMA performance has to include the usual range of 
civil engineering applications [26]. 

If an SMA is employed as external reinforcement to, for example, 
wrap a beam, and the recovery strain when heating and cooling is later 
constrained, the SMA generates recovery stresses by prestressing and/or 
confining the concrete member. The use of Ni-Ti-Nb wires as pre-
stressing reinforcement for shear critical RC beams may overcome the 
limitation of a narrow hysteresis of other alloys, such as Ni-Ti. 

In the presented strengthening technology, one important issue is to 
develop recovery stress with non-ideal initial geometry (non-straight 
wire) during the installing process or while activating SMA components. 
The evolution of expected recovery stresses in the presence of an initial 
gap and initial imperfection involved in the contact between concrete 
surface and wires can be reduced, and reinforcement effectiveness could 
be affected or directly disabled [27], as seen later. 

3. Experimental study 

3.1. Experimental program outline 

This paper presents a new experimental study on ten small-scale 
beam specimens to complete the research published in [9] using the 
same materials. In this way, and by considering the previous and newly 
tested beams, the whole experimental program consisted of failure tests 
on 20 reinforced concrete (RC) small- scale beam specimens, all of which 
with the same geometry, no internal stirrups, and same longitudinal 
reinforcement composed of φ16 mm (As = 201 mm2) standard B500SD 
rebar (both ends of the bar were welded to a plate to guarantee adequate 
anchorage), albeit different shear strengthening methods. The cast of 
beams was done in two different concrete batches. The results of the first 
phase of beams (continuous rectangular spiral of external Ni-Ti-Nb wires 
with a different pitch and a distinct load history) were discussed in [9], 
but are summarised in this paper to be compared to those of the second 
phase. The second phase consisted of testing beams with other shear 
strengthening configurations apart from continuous rectangular spiral 
(U-shape stirrups and variants of continuous rectangular spiral). The 
results of the second phase tests are herein presented, along with a 
comparative analysis of the results obtained in the two phases. 

Table 1 
Summary of the basic CCCM formulation particularised for reinforced concrete beams with rectangular cross-sections.  

Equations Expressions 

Shear strength VR = Vcu + Vconfinement
cu + Vsu ≤ VR,maxVRd = Vcu + Vsu ≤ VRd,max(1) 

Strut crushing VRd,max = αcwbzν1fcd
cotθ + cotα
1 + cot2θ

VRd,max = αcwbzν1fcd
cotθ + cotα
1 + cot2θ

(2) 

Concrete contribution 
Vcu = 0.3ζ

x
d

f2/3
cm bd≮Vcu,min = 0.25

(

ζKc +
20
d0

)

f2/3
cm bdVcu = 0.3ζ

x
d
f2/3

cm bd≮Vcu,min = 0.25
(

ζKc +
20
d0

)

f2/3
cm bdVcu = 0.3ζ

x
d
f2/3

cd bd (3) 

Concrete contribution increase due to confinement Vconfinement
cu =

Asw

s
fs(d − x)sinα(cotθ+ cotα)ΔVcu(4) 

Shear reinforcement Vsu =
Asw

s
fs(d − x)sinα(cotθ + cotα)Vsu =

Asw

s
fywd(d − x)sinα (cotθ + cotα)(1 + ΔVcu) (5) 

Factors Expressions 
Size and slenderness effect 

ζ =
2

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1 +
d0

200

√

(
d
a

)0.2
(6) 

Relative neutral axis depth x
d
= αeρl

(
− 1+

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

1 +
2

αeρl

√
)

(7) 

Non-dimensional confinement factor ΔVcu = ζ
x
d
(8) 

Crack inclination 
cotθ =

0.85d
d − x

≤ 2.5(9)  

Fig. 2. Schematic of phase transformation for the first thermal cycle in Ni-Ti-Nb according to temperature.  
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3.2. Designing test specimens 

The new ten small scale RC beam specimens were produced from a 
single concrete batch, all with the same geometry and longitudinal 
reinforcement. The envisaged concrete compressive strength was 40 
MPa. The RC beam specimens were 80-mm wide (b) and 150-mm deep 
(h), as shown in Fig. 3. The total length of the beam specimens was 900 
mm, and tests were carried out by loading beams at a central point. The 
shear span, a, equalled 340 mm, with a/d approximately equal to 2.68, 
where d is the effective beam depth (d = 127 mm). The characteristics of 
beam specimens are summarised in Table 2. 

The nomenclature for the different beam specimens (e.g., 7.1 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/A/G) continues the nomenclature employed for the first 
phase: it begins with a short test code (6.1 to 10.2) for fast identification 
purposes. To ensure the repeatability of findings, two identical beams 
were tested for each criteria phase (e.g., beams 7.1 and 7.2, where the 
second number indicates the first and the second tested beam speci-
mens). Next, Sϕ3 (3-mm diameter spiral) or Uϕ3 (3-mm diameter U- 

shape stirrup) indicates the type of shear strengthening used, followed 
by “100” or “075”, which indicates the pitch in mm of the Ni-Ti-Nb 
continuous rectangular spiral or stirrups spacing. The following field 
consists of three letters that may be, “UCR”, “PCR” or “COL” which 
denote that the beam specimen was uncracked, previously shear 
cracked, or collapsed (respectively) when the strengthening spiral or 
stirrups was placed and activated. The next term indicates whether the 
strengthening spiral or stirrup had been either activated before the beam 
test (A) or set, but not activated, before the beam test (NA). The last term 
indicates an additional specimen characteristic: if the lower spiral part is 
placed in a groove, this term is a (G). If the spiral only wraps the upper 
mid specimen part and confines only the compressed beam chord, this 
term is an (S); see Fig. 3. The construction process of specimens is 
included in [28]. 

3.3. Fabrication of test specimens: Concrete and steel properties 

Beams were cast in a precast concrete plant. All the beams, cubes and 

Fig. 3. (a) Beam geometry and strain-gauge positions of the beams tested in the second phase. (b) Test setup.  
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cylinders of each phase were cast from a single batch. Maximum 
aggregate size of 14 mm was used. Standard 150-mm cubes and 150 mm 
× 300 mm cylinders were cast with specimens to obtain the compressive 
strength, fcm, and the splitting strength, fsp, respectively. These cubes and 
cylinders were left under the same environmental conditions as the 
beam specimens in the laboratory at a typical temperature of about 
20 ◦C until the time beams were tested. The fcm and fsp estimations in 
Table 2 derive from the results of 26 cube tests for the compressive 
strength and 30 cylinder tests for splitting strength in compliance with 
Standards UNE-EN-12390–3 [29] and Standard UNE-EN-12390–6 [30], 
respectively, tested at 28 days (in compliance with EHE 2008 Code [31]) 
and at the age of each beam specimen upon testing. 

Longitudinal reinforcement was composed of ϕ16 mm standard 
B500SD rebars (As = 201 mm2). The mechanical properties of longitu-
dinal bars, obtained in compliance with Standard UNE 36,065 [32], are: 
fy = 513 MPa, fu = 642 MPa, εu = 20.5% (the mean value of two reported 
tests). 

3.4. SMA properties 

The Ni-Ti-Nb wires used to prestress RC beams and their practical 
performance are presented in [9]. Briefly, the composition was Ti con-
tent at 45.81 at.%, Ni content at 45.76 at.% and Nb content at 8.43 at.%. 
Table 3 summarises the austenite and martensite properties of the Ni-Ti- 
Nb wires. 

The provided material (6% initially prestrained by the manufacturer 
– red line in Fig. 4 a) was in the martensite phase at room temerature. 
After activation (heating process up to 200 ◦C), the austenite phase was 
induced and, if constraining was lacking, all deformation was recovered, 

denoted by the solid green line in Fig. 4 a (displaced for clarity). How-
ever, if the wire was perfectly constrained during activation, the 
maximum recovery stress took place, depicted by the solid blue line in 
Fig. 4 a. As the constraining process is not perfect when strengthening 
RC beams (see the picture in Fig. 4 a), with a remaining imperfection 
between 0% and 6%, the SMA wire recovers the strain due to initial 
imperfection (the green dashed line in Fig. 4 a, displaced for clarity) and 
develops partial recovery stress (the blue dashed line in Fig. 4 a). Af-
terwards, the beam test increases tensile stresses in SMA wires (the or-
ange line in Fig. 4 a). 

To quantify recovery stresses under imperfect conditions, several 
wires with different initial imperfections were tested at [9], the 
adjustment presented by the authors to the tests for the prediction of 
recovery stresses σR [MPa] as a function of the initial imperfection i0 [%] 
was σR(io) = 7.6829 i02 + 443 and a graphic summary of these results is 
presented in Fig. 4 b. The initial imperfection i0 is determined by the 
ratio [%] between the actual (arch-shaped) length of the stirrup leg 
-solid line in Fig. 4 b schemes- and the straight line between the upper 
and lower clamps -discontinuous line in Fig. 4 b schemes-. Fig. 4 b 
shows, with empty black circles, the pairs of values (σR, io) obtained in 
characterization tests with initial imperfections, as the ones presented 
on the right in this figure, the imperfection range that affects the 
experimental study on RC beams (solid magenta line), the second-order 
parabola σR-i0 adjustment previously described (small dashed lines), and 
the strain range for which the proposed equation for the prediction of 
recovery stresses is not valid since it is out of the range of the performed 
tests (big dashed lines). This analysis provided a good approximation of 
the recovery stresses at the SMA strengthening wires once the initial 
imperfection of the wire had been measured. 

3.5. Strengthening of beam specimens 

Different shear reinforcement configurations were used in the second 
phase to consider the distinct functional aspects of real RC beams. As this 
was done for the first phase, the prestrained Ni-Ti-Nb wire was wrapped 
around beam specimens and anchored and activated using a heat gun to 
produce reverse martensitic transformation. Therefore, unsuccessful in 
being shortened, the wire transmitted the stresses induced by its trans-
formation to the beam by means of confining stresses, as previously 

Table 2 
Details of beam specimens.  

Beam no. Age at testing (days) fcm (MPa) fsp (MPa) Shear strengthening Comments 

ϕ/spacing (mm) Ni-Ti-Nb state φfront (◦) φback (◦)  

Beams tested in the first phase (already reported in [9]): 
1.1 – Reference 49  41.4  3.2 – – – – – 
1.2 – Reference 56  41.7  3.2 – – – – – 
2.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A 63  41.9  3.2 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Uncracked 
2.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A 68  42.1  3.2 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Uncracked 
3.1a - Sϕ3/100/UCR/NA 102  42.6  3.3 ϕ3/100 Non-Activated 90 56 Uncracked 
3.1b - Sϕ3/100/COL/A 130  42.8  3.3 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Tested after collapse 3.1a 
3.2a - Sϕ3/100/UCR/NA 102  42.6  3.3 ϕ3/100 Non-Activated 90 56 Uncracked 
3.2b - Sϕ3/100/COL/A 116  42.7  3.3 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Tested after collapse 3.2a 
4.1 - Sϕ3/100/PCR/A 175  43.0  3.3 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Pre-cracked Vcr = 17.79 kN 
4.2 - Sϕ3/100/PCR/A 182  43.0  3.3 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Pre-cracked Vcr = 18.08 kN 
5.1 - Sϕ3/075/UCR/A 263  43.2  3.4 ϕ3/75 Activated 90 63 Uncracked 
5.2 - Sϕ3/075/UCR/A 272  43.2  3.4 ϕ3/75 Activated 90 63 Uncracked 
Beams tested in the second phase (reported in this paper): 
6.1 – Reference 202  39.7  3.4 – – – – – 
6.2 – Reference 202  39.7  3.4 – – – – – 
7.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/G 279  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Grooved 
7.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/G 279  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 56 Grooved 
8.1 - Uϕ3/100/UCR/A 224  39.7  3.4 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 90 U-shape 
8.2 - Uϕ3/100/UCR/A 244  39.7  3.4 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 90 U-shape 
9.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/S 272  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 37 Com. Chord confinement 
9.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/S 279  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/100 Activated 90 37 Com. Chord confinement 
10.1 - Uϕ3/075/UCR/A 321  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/075 Activated 90 90 U-shape 
10.2 - Uϕ3/075/UCR/A 325  39.8  3.5 ϕ3/075 Activated 90 90 U-shape  

Table 3 
Summary of the average thermo-mechanical properties of the Ni-Ti-Nb wires.  

Property Martensite Austenite 

E (GPa) 25 33 
fy,0.002 (MPa) 591 451 
fu (MPa) 1002 935 
εu 0.37 0.55 
σMs (MPa) – 494 
σM f(MPa) – 543  
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explained. The activation heat treatment for all beams (from both 
phases) was done employing a heat gun, ensuring, through the temporal 
attachment of K-type thermocouples, the prescribed temperature of 
200 ◦C, optimum temperature observed in a previous characterisation of 
the utilised SMA. 

Beams 6.1 and 6.2 were the reference beams, so no Ni-Ti-Nb external 
shear reinforcement was used. In all other beams, Ni-Ti-Nb reinforce-
ment was activated before loading beams, which had not been pre-
cracked. Beams 7.1 and 7.2 were indented with grooves in the lower part 

of each spiral (Fig. 5a,c) to test the influence on the dowel action of 
longitudinal reinforcement. Beams 8.1, 8.2, 10.1 and 10.2 were 
strengthened with Ni-Ti-Nb stirrups instead of spirals. Thus U-shape 
stirrups clamped in the upper part of the beams with bolted steel plates 
were used (Fig. 5b). Two different stirrup spacings were applied, i.e. 
100 mm for beams 8.1 and 8.2, and 75 mm for beams 10.1 and 10.2. The 
beam configuration for beams 9.1 and 9.2 consisted of a continuous 
rectangular spiral strengthening only the compression chord of the beam 
(Fig. 5d). In this case, drilling the traverse direction of the beam had to 

Fig. 4. a) Schematic stress–strain path of the Ni-Ti-Nb wires installed in the tested, strengthened RC beams and b) recovery stresses with different initial imper-
fections. . 
Adapted from [9,27] 

Fig. 5. a) Rear view of a beam strengthened by continuous rectangular spiral (beams 2.1 to 5.2). b) Beam strengthened by U-shape stirrups (8.1–8.2 and 10.1–10.2). 
c) Detail of grooves on a beam (7.1–7.2). d) Continuous rectangular spiral strengthen the compression chord of a beam (9.1–9.2). 
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be carried out to cross the beam with the Ni-Ti-Nb spiral continuously. 

3.6. Instrumentation and testing procedure 

To monitor the behaviour of the tested beam specimens, the applied 
load, the strains in reinforcement and displacements were measured 
using a load cell, strain gauges (see the locations in Fig. 3) and 
magnetostrictive transducers. Video and photography equipment were 
also employed to record the tests. All the parameters were monitored 
continuously by the data acquisition system. 

Tests were carried out under displacement control with a hydraulic 
actuator and a maximum load capacity of 100 kN. The supporting plates 
were 60 mm long in the beams’ longitudinal axis direction, and the 
loading plate was 105 mm wide. Two cylinders applied the load with 
centres spaced 80 mm apart. A sliding pin bearing was placed on the 
west side, and a fixed pin bearing on the east side (Fig. 3). The 
displacement at the loading plate was monotonically increased during 
the test. 

4. Results of the experimental tests and discussion 

4.1. Observed behaviour and shear strength of the tested beams 

All the tested beams failed in shear, except one of the beams 
strengthened with a spiral pitch of 75 mm (beam 5.2), which failed on 
bending. Table 4 summarises the most important results of all the tested 
beams and shows in the last column (Vtest/Vno strength) the ratio between 
the shear force at failure of the strengthened element, Vtest, and the 
average shear force at failure of the control beams without strength-
ening (Vno strength). The beams of the first phase and its results were 
presented in [9], and the main findings were:  

1. Significant increment in the maximum shear force for the activated 
spirals vs the reference beams (between 35.41 kN and 35.95 kN for 
the activated shear strengthened beams; between 18.30kN and 18.41 
kN for the reference beams) and deflections at the maximum shear 
force (between 4.26 and 4.94 mm of deflection at the point load in 
the strengthened beams and of 1.59 and 1.64 mm in the reference 
beams)  

2. The highest shear strengths were reached in the beams with the 
reduced pitch of 75 mm (shear strengths of 37.04 kN and 40.21 kN) 

3. The effect of non-activated shear strengthening tested in the pre-
loading tests was negligible (shear strengths of 18.23 kN and 21.47 
kN)  

4. Post-failure deflection significantly incremented in the shear- 
strengthened beams (between 7.5 and 22 mm for the strengthened 
beams and up to 3 mm for the reference beams)  

5. The shear strength of the retrofitted beams with previous shear- 
cracks, and even those that reached ultimate shear strength, was 
similar to the uncracked retrofitted beams, except from beam 3.1b 
that had been more deflected than the other beams after the collapse 
in the previous test 3.1a. Therefore, it underwent more initial dam-
age, as observed in [9] 

Based on some of these findings, the design of the second phase of the 
experimental program did not include either previously cracked beams 
or non-activated reinforcements. 

Regarding the second phase of the experimental results, Fig. 6 shows 
the deflection-shear force curves of the reference beams (6.1 and 6.2), 
the beams with grooves (7.1 and 7.2), the strengthened beams with the 

Table 4 
Summary of the test results.  

Beam no. Age at testing (days) fcm (MPa) fsp (MPa) Vtest (kN) δ at Vtest (mm) δ/l (1/l) Vtest/Vno strength. 

Beams tested in the first phase (already reported in [9]) 
1.1 – Reference 49  41.4  3.2  18.30  1.59 1/479  – 
1.2 – Reference 56  41.7  3.2  18.41  1.64 1/462  – 
2.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A 63  41.9  3.2  35.41  4.26 1/178  1.93 
2.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A 68  42.1  3.2  35.95  4.94 1/154  1.96 
3.1a - Sϕ3/100/UCR/NA 102  42.6  3.3  18.23  1.67 1/456  – 
3.1b - Sϕ3/100/COL/A 130  42.8  3.3  27.14  3.46 1/220  1.48 
3.2a - Sϕ3/100/UCR/NA 102  42.6  3.3  21.47  1.69 1/450  – 
3.2b - Sϕ3/100/COL/A 116  42.7  3.3  35.21  3.83 1/198  1.92 
4.1 - Sϕ3/100/PCR/A 175  43.0  3.3  34.35  3.82 1/199  1.87 
4.2 - Sϕ3/100/PCR/A 182  43.0  3.3  35.60  4.10 1/185  1.94 
5.1 - Sϕ3/075/UCR/A 263  43.2  3.4  37.04  3.82 1/199  2.02 
5.2 - Sϕ3/075/UCR/A 272  43.2  3.4  41.82  6.95 1/109  2.28 
Beams tested in the second phase (reported in this paper): 
6.1 – Reference 202  39.7  3.4  19.71  2.50 1/303  – 
6.2 – Reference 202  39.7  3.4  18.50  1.69 1/449  – 
7.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/G 279  39.8  3.5  25.36  2.56 1/297  1.33 
7.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/G 279  39.8  3.5  35.51  6.04 1/126  1.86 
8.1 - Uϕ3/100/UCR/A 224  39.7  3.4  37.74  5.35 1/142  1.98 
8.2 - Uϕ3/100/UCR/A 244  39.7  3.4  34.75  5.15 1/148  1.82 
9.1 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/S 272  39.8  3.5  20.54  3.01 1/253  1.08 
9.2 - Sϕ3/100/UCR/A/S 279  39.8  3.5  22.03  3.69 1/206  1.15 
10.1 - Uϕ3/075/UCR/A 321  39.8  3.5  36.79  5.31 1/143  1.93 
10.2 - Uϕ3/075/UCR/A 325  39.8  3.5  33.65  4.74 1/160  1.76  

Fig. 6. Load vs deflection for the reference beams (6.1 and 6.2), the beams 
strengthened with grooved wires (7.1 and 7.2), the beams with U-shape stirrups 
(8.1 and 8.2), and the beams with spirals around their mid-upper part (9.1 
and 9.2). 
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U-shape stirrups @ 100 mm (8.1 and 8.2) and the strengthened beams 
with the spirals wrapping their compression chord (9.1 and 9.2). We can 
see that these different strengthening methods were effective in all cases 
and gave similar values for the highest shear strengths with both 
continuous rectangular spiral (beam 7.2) and U-shape stirrups (8.1 and 
8.2). The beams with only the confined compression chord (9.1 and 9.2) 
obtained lower strength values, but with significant increments in 
deflection. The unexpected low maximum load of 7.1 test was encoun-
tered and, although this result may not be considered representative, it 
should be noted that the critical shear crack started from one groove 
(close to the load point). So the critical crack developed along a shorter 
beam length and, consequently, mobilised fewer SMA branches (Fig. 7). 
However, this did not occur for beam 7.2, whose shear strength was 
similar to that of beams 4.1 and 4.2. As crack patterns affect shear 
strength, and grooves can affect crack patterns, as observed in beam 7.1, 
it would seem reasonable to avoid shear strengthening with grooves to 
avoid this variability. 

The crack patterns in both the reference and strengthened beams 
were similar. Fig. 7 shows the crack patterns of all the tested beams 
immediately after the maximum applied load. For clarity sake, only one 
beam side, the critical one, is depicted. A typical shear crack pattern was 
detected for most tested beams, with a first and second branch of the 
critical shear crack. The developed first branch was inclined with an 
average value of 47◦, but with relatively high scatter from around 30◦ to 
60◦ from the lower beam part to the vicinity of the neutral axis. A second 
branch developed from the tip of the first branch to the point of load 
application and crossed the compression chord. 

Regarding spiral wire reinforcement, no slippage around the corners 
of the cross-section, or damage to the wire anchorages, was detected. 

Fig. 8 compares the deflection-shear force curves for the reference 
beams (6.1 and 6.2), the beams strengthened with U-shape stirrups 
spaced at 100 mm (8.1 and 8.2), and the beams with U-shape stirrups 
spaced at 75 mm (10.1 and 10.2). The behaviour of these beams, in 
maximum shear force and deflection terms, was similar. Note that the 
first branch of the shear critical cracks in each case started close to the 
lower part of a U-stirrup and passed through one U-stirrup, while the 
second branch of these cracks (flatter) passed through two U-stirrups 
upon the maximum load (see Fig. 7, beams 8.1, 8.2, 10.1 and 10.2) 
despite the different spacing. 

Fig. 9 shows the strain measured in the longitudinal reinforcement of 
four representative tests (see the location of each strain gauge in Fig. 3). 
We can see that the longitudinal reinforcement in all the beams did not 
yield at the mid-span, but yielded at a load close to failure in the ret-
rofitted beams at the position close to the support in the shear span. 

The strains measured in the vertical segments of the Ni-Ti-Nb 
continuous rectangular spiral or U-stirrups are shown for a selection of 
representative beams in Fig. 10. For clarity sake, only the strains 
measured in the gauges located in the critical span are represented and 
the zero strain represents the situation immediately before the beam 
test; i.e. the activation process is not represented. The strain in the 
vertical links remained negligible until shear cracks propagated. Upon 
failure, different strain values were measured across the tested beams. 
Table 5 shows the strains (με) obtained at the maximum shear force for 
the links crossing the shear-critical crack (Fig. 7), and the average strain 
obtained from the arithmetic mean of the strains of the available gauge 
data at failure of the instrumented stirrup legs crossing the critical shear 
crack (these gauges are clearly indicated in Table 5 for each test).”. The 
measured initial imperfection (io) after installing spirals or U-stirrups 
(before activation), and the estimated recovery stress after activation 
(σR), are also shown. Note that the Ni-Ti-Nb wires were prestressed 
thanks to the Shape Memory Effect (and the 6% strain previously 
defromed by the manufacturer) with initial stress after imperfect 
installation, with a minimum value of 316 MPa (see Table 5). The 
installation was handmade and no mechanically prestrain was applied 
to the SMA wires to avoid geometric imperfections during the installa-
tion process. The recovery stresses after the activation values (σR) were 

indirectly obtained by considering the initial imperfection (io) of each 
vertical segment and applying the performance curve shown in Fig. 4, as 
deduced in [9]. Moreover, by considering the tangent modulus of elas-
ticity of Ni-Ti-Nb after recovery stresses were generated (E = 25 GPa), 
the increased stress in the Ni-Ti-Nb spiral was calculated from the 
average strain measured in the spiral legs crossing the critical crack 
upon the maximum load (Δσε = E⋅ε). The obtained stress increments per 
beam are also shown in Table 5. The final stress for maximum load 
appears in the last column (σ R + Δσ ε). Note that there is no bonding 
between the shear reinforcement and concrete, except for the friction 
concentrating in the corners of the cross-sections of beams. Note also 
that the increased stresses Δσε of Ni-Ti-Nb have not been considered for 
Tests 9.1 and 9.2 since the stirrups do not close the truss considered by 
Mörsch or the CCCM, that should wrap both the tensile longitudinal 
reinforcement and the resultant of the compressive stresses at the 
compression chord. 

One important finding was that the new U-stirrups herein proposed 
were those with the lowest initial imperfection (io), and, therefore, the 
greatest initial stress to confine the RC element, as we can see in Table 5. 

4.2. Comparative analysis of the beams with the whole confined cross- 
section 

The main results of the whole experimental programme, except for 
tests 9.1 and 9.2, which are discussed in the next section, in average data 
terms are summarised in Table 6. The shear strength of the retrofitted 
beams was between 1.73 and 2.06 times (average 1.83) that of the 
reference beams (except for the beams in which only the compression 
chord was strengthened). The deflection for the maximum load of the 
retrofitted beams was higher by a factor of between 2.2 and 3.0 than that 
of the reference beams (average 2.6). 

The two main different strengthening methods (continuous rectan-
gular spiral and U-shape stirrups) with a different pitch or space between 
stirrups showed the effectiveness of our methodology, as depicted in 
Fig. 11. This figure compares the deflection-shear force curves for the 
beams of both phases: beams strengthened with continuous rectangular 
spiral (2.1, 2.2, 5.1 and 5.2) and those with U-shape stirrups (8.1, 8.2, 
10.1 and 10.2). Non-significant differences were observed between 
spirals and U-stirrups in shear strength, as was slightly better ductility 
behaviour after shear failure for the U-stirrups. 

The similar behaviour of the U-shaped stirrups and the spirals, 
despite the first system having fewer initial imperfections (from 0.45 to 
0.64) than the second (from 0.94 to 2.66 -see Table 5-), may be due to 
the reduction of stresses produced by the initial imperfection is between 
50 and 80 MPa (only a 30 MPa gap) within the mentioned ranges. This 
can be observed in the experimental values within the range of adjust-
ment used in beam experimental program of Fig. 4b (in purple). 

It should be noted that this initial imperfection range, which is useful 
in the Ni-Ti-Nb alloy used in this research, would be useless for other 
SMAs such as the Fe-Mn-Si-Cr-Ni alloy tested by the authors for the same 
purpose [7,8]. The reason for this is that the free shape recovery strain in 
the Ni-Ti-Nb alloy is 6% while in the Fe-Mn-Si-Cr-Ni alloy is around 1%, 
so, in most cases, during the activation of the Fe-Mn-Si-Cr-Ni alloy the 
initial imperfection would not be corrected and, therefore, recovery 
stresses would not develop. 

5. Comparing the experimental results to the CCCM predictions 

5.1. Predictions by CCCM 

The predictions by CCCM and EC2 are presented in Table 7. Note that 
the shear strength predictions made by both CCCM and EC2 were 
deduced from the stresses based on the measurements indicated in 
Table 5 and the analysis presented in Fig. 4, while the shear strength 
design values by CCCM, also included in Table 7, were calculated with 
the stresses proposed for the SMA wires shown later in this paper. 
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Fig. 7. Crack patterns immediately after their maximum load was achieved.  
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The cylinder concrete compression strength, fcm,cyl, was taken to 
equal 0.9 times that of the cube specimens,⋅fcm [31]. Compression 
strength varied slightly depending on specimen age upon testing, which 
non-significantly affected concrete contribution Vcu (Table 7). 

No partial safety coefficients were used in the calculations presented 
in Table 7. The yield strength of the material, fywd, was substituted for 
the stress in the spiral upon failure (see fs in Column 3 in Table 7). The 
pitch or spacing of the vertical segments of spirals or U-stirrups was 
constant in the tested beams (nominally 100 mm or 75 mm), except for 
the vertical segments closest to the loading plate (75 mm and 50 mm, see 

Fig. 5). For the CCCM application, nominal spacing was taken into ac-
count as it was the distance between the segments in the first branch of 
the critical crack [21], and it was the value required to obtain Vsu 
(Table 7). 

The predictions by the CCCM model with no modification with 
respect to the procedure established to evaluate internal reinforcement 
are satisfactory (see Table 7), with an average value of the Vtest/VRd ratio 
equalling 1.14 and a 9.1% coefficient of variation for the two test phases. 
The average value of the Vtest/VRd ratio was similar to the ratios of the 
shear strength of 784 RC beams without stirrups (Vtest/VRd = 1.17) and 
170 RC beams with stirrups (Vtest/VRd = 1.16) [16]. Note that only the 
prediction of two beams, 3.1b - Sϕ3/100/COL/A and 7.1 - Sϕ3/100/ 
UCR/A/G, was unsafe (Vtest/VRd < 1.0). These beams cannot be 
considered representative due to the high damage level of the previous 
test in beam 3.1, and also to an unexpected low maximum load due to 
the modification made to the critical crack pattern cause by the groove, 
as previously mentioned in beam 7.1. 

Furthermore, for the beams in which SMA reinforcement only 
wrapped the compression zone (beams 9.1 and 9.2), the Vtest/VRd ratio 
values according to CCCM were 1.08 and 1.14, respectively, which were 
similar values to other beams. This was due to the initial derivation of 
CCCM, and the vertical compressive stresses in the compressed chord 
(on the second branch of the shear critical crack) were taken into ac-
count (see Fig. 1) to thus predict the shear strength of those beams 
retrofitted only on the upper part, and displayed the same reliability as 
the rest (with and without shear reinforcement in this case). 

The predictions made when using the current Eurocode 2 [33] are 
also found in Table 7. Note that EC 2 presents two different models for 
the elements without and with stirrups: an empirical equation for the 
members without stirrups, and a variable angle truss model with no 

Fig. 8. Load vs deflection for the reference beams (6.1 and 6.2), the beams 
strengthened with U-shape stirrups with a pitch equalling 100 mm (8.1 and 8.2) 
and with a pitch equalling 75 mm (10.1 and 10.2). 

Fig. 9. Strains measured in the longitudinal reinforcement of beams 6.1, 7.2, 8.2 and 9.2.  
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concrete contribution for the elements with stirrups. As this model did 
not intend to calculate the shear strength of the strengthened beam, the 
results are quite conservative and present high scatter, with an average 
Vtest/VRd ratio value that equalled 1.45, and a 15.7% coefficient of 
variation for the two test phases. 

Furthermore, the average × value, the neutral axis depth, was 49 mm 

according to Eq. (7). Fig. 7 shows that it is a very close estimation of the 
separation between the first branch of the critical crack (more vertical) 
and the second branch (more horizontal, through the compression 
chord). Note also that the CCCM hypothesised crack pattern (Fig. 1a) 
and the actual crack pattern (Fig. 7) are similar. For reference purposes, 
the spacing of the horizontal guidelines painted on the beam specimens 

Fig. 10. Strains measured in the vertical segments of spirals or U stirrups in beams 7.2, 8.1, 8.2 and 10.2.  

Table 5 
Recovery stresses after activation with initial imperfection, the strains measured at the maximum shear force for the links crossing the shear-critical crack and all the 
developed stresses.  

BEAM io (%) σ R (MPa) Gauges in the links crossing the critical crack Average Δσ ε (MPa) σ R þ Δσ ε (MPa) 

GTR με GTR με με 

2.1  1.83 417 3 3148 – – 3148 79 496 
2.2  1.20 432 6 4645 7 4675 4660 116 548 
3.1b  1.03 435 6 # 7 # # 70* 505 
3.2b  1.37 428 3 2016 – – 2016 50 479 
4.1  0.94 436 7 1968 – – 1968 49 485 
4.2  1.90 415 6 2686 – – 2686 67 482 
5.1  1.14 433 2 2371 – – 2371 59 492 
5.2**  1.00 435 7 – – – – – – 
7.1  2.66 389 6 1167 7 1711 1439 29 418 
7.2  2.09 409 6 3870 – – 3870 97 506 
8.1  0.64 440 2 2207 3 3031 2619 55 495 
8.2  0.53 441 6 5575 7 3191 4383 139 580 
9.1  4.07 316 # # # # # # 316 
9.2  3.69 338 # # # # # # 338 
10.1  0.45 441 7 2794 8 1944 2369 70 511 
10.2  0.53 441 2 5091 – – 5091 127 568 

# No values were recorded due to a setup error 
*Average value 
** This beam failed in bending, so measurements are not significant 
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in Fig. 7 was 25 mm. 

5.2. Design shear strength of the strengthened beams 

After observing that the shear strength predictions by CCCM satis-
factorily correlated with the experimental results, some simplifications 
were made for design purposes. Note that in the previous analysis, SMA 
stress was deduced from the measured imperfections and strains. For 
design purposes, the conservative recovery stresses for the strengthening 
wires (observed lower bound) were proposed. The following values are 
proposed:  

• σR = 415 MPa. Value corresponding to an initial imperfection of 
1.9% for spirals  

• σR = 440 MPa. Value corresponding to an initial imperfection of 
0.6% for U-shape stirrups  

• σR = 400 MPa. Value corresponding to an initial imperfection of 
2.4% for the spirals inside grooves in the lower beam parts  

• σR = 315 MPa. Value corresponding to an initial imperfection of 
4.1% for the spirals located in the compression chord of beams 

A simplified design value is also proposed for stress increment of 
wires upon beam failure: strain increment equals 0.2%, which corre-
sponds to an average increase of stresses upon failure equalling 50 MPa 
(as proposed in [9]), except for the spiral wrapping only the beam’s 
compression chord, where a value of 0 MPa is proposed for the incre-
ment in stresses upon failure as the spiral is not crossed by the first 
branch of the critical crack. The yielding steel strength of the shear 
reinforcement in CCCM (fs in Eq. (4)-(5)) and the E2 equations must be 
substituted by adding σR +Δσε for stress upon SMA active shear 
strengthening. 

Both proposed design values, one for the initial recovery stress and 
another for the stress increment due to applied loads, are conservative 
(see Table 5). Note that the proposed initial imperfection can be 
considered an upper boundary for each configuration because the 
greater the retrofitted beam depth, less imperfection is produced during 
the assembly process. The use of small scale members makes it more 
difficult to place the wire around beams. U-shape stirrups are easier to 
place because the upper parts of links are not rounded and, thus, less 
imperfection is expected (Fig. 12). 

The CCCM model showed, for design purposes, an average Vtest/VRd 
ratio value that equalled 1.16 and a 9.5% coefficient of variation for the 
two test phases (Table 7). The results confirmed that, for design pur-
poses, employing CCCM with the suggested stresses in strengthening 
wires offered accurate agreement with the tested elements. In any case, 
more research is necessary because other aspects were not considered, e. 
g. long-term wire relaxation or the actual strengthening effect on real 
scale beams. 

5.3. Comparison made between the test results and CCCM and EC2 
predictions 

The results of the experimental program from the two beam test 
phases were also compared to those of the applied models. The main 
results of this comparison in average data terms are summarised in 
Table 8. This comparison was made by means of the ratio between the 
shear strength increment of the strengthened beams and the shear 
strength of the non-strengthened beams (ΔVstrengthened/Vnon-strengthened), 
expressed as percentages and referred to as the Shear Strength Index 
(SSI). This index can be obtained from the test results (SSItest) and also 
from the predictions made by the different models, i.e. CCCM (SSICCCM) 
and EC2 (SSIEC2). The ratios between the SSI of tests and of both CCCM 
(SSItest/SSICCCM) and EC2 (SSItest/SSIEC2) were also obtained. These ratios 
indicated the goodness of each model for predicting increments in shear 
strength. As we can see in Table 8, CCCM showed greater precision in 
predicting these shear strength increments. 

The correlation in both shear strength and shear strength increments 
terms between the CCCM predictions and the experimental results was 
more realistic than EC2 predictions, with SSICCCM = 83% and an average 
SSItest/SSICCCM ratio = 1.00 for all the strengthened beams. Note SSItest =
82%. The correlation for the EC2 predictions was SSIEC2 = 52% and an 
average SSItest/SSIEC2 ratio = 1.58 for all the same strengthened beams. 
Note also that for the beams in which SMA only wrapped the 
compression zone, the CCCM predictions were satisfactory as SSItest =
11% and SSICCCM = 14%. Thus CCCM correctly predicted the relative 
increments in shear strength for all the studied SMA strengthening 
systems, including the beams in which only the compression chord was 
strengthened. This aspect could not be studied with the EC2 shear 
strength equations. In any case, more research is necessary because 
other important aspects, such as the size effect that may affect this 
strengthening technology [34], have not been considered in this paper. 

Table 6 
Summary of the average test results of the whole experimental programme.  

Beam type Vtest 

(kN) 
δ at 
Vtest 

(mm) 

δ/l 
(1/ 
l) 

Vtest/Vnon- 

strengthened 

Deflection 
increment 
(times) 

Non-strengthened (1.1, 
1.2, 3.1a, 3.2a, 6.1, 
6.2)  

19.10  1.80 1/ 
433  

–  – 

Spiral pitch 100 mm 
(2.1, 2.2, 3.2b, 4.1, 
4.2, 7.1, 7.2)  

33.07  4.13 1/ 
195  

1.73  2.3 

Spiral pitch 75 mm 
(5.1, 5.2)  

39.43  5.38 1/ 
154  

2.06  3.0 

Spirals (2.1, 2.2, 3.2b, 
4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 7.1, 
7.2)  

34.34  4.38 1/ 
187  

1.80  2.4 

U-shape stirrup @100 
mm (8.1, 8.2)  

36.25  5.25 1/ 
145  

1.90  2.9 

U-shape stirrup @ 75 
mm (10.1, 10.2)  

35.22  5.02 1/ 
152  

1.84  2.8 

U-shape stirrups (8.1, 
8.2, 10.1, 10.2)  

35.73  3.98 1/ 
225  

1.87  2.2 

100 mm spacing (2.1, 
2.2, 3.2b, 4.1, 4.2, 7.1, 
7.2, 8.1, 8.2)  

33.70  4.35 1/ 
185  

1.76  2.4 

75 mm spacing (5.1, 
5.2, 10.1, 10.2)  

37.33  5.20 1/ 
165  

1.95  2.9 

Strengthened (with 
activation) (2.1, 2.2, 
3.2b, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 
7.1, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2, 10.1 
10.2)  

34.74  4.59 1/ 
176  

1.82  2.6  

Fig. 11. Load vs. deflection for the reference beams, and the beams strength-
ened with spirals (2.1, 2.2, 5.1 and 5.2) and those with U-shape stirrups (8.1, 
8.2, 10.1 and 10.2). 
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Table 7 
Predictions by CCCM and EC 2.  

Phase 1 
beams 

fcm, 

cyl(MPa) 
fs(MPa) Vtest(kN) Compression 

Chord Capacity 
Model 

Eurocode 2             

Prediction Design             

Vcu(kN) Vconf
cu (kN) Vsu(kN) VRd(kN) Vtest/ 

VRd 

VRd(kN) Vtest/ 
VRd 

VRd, 

c(kN) 
VRd, 

s(kN) 
Vtest/ 
VRd 

1.1 – 
Reference  

37.3 –  18.30  16.85 –  –  16.85  1.09  16.85  1.09  15.34  –  1.19 

1.2 – 
Reference  

37.5 –  18.41  16.92 –  –  16.92  1.09  16.92  1.09  15.37  –  1.20 

2.1 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A  

37.7 496  35.41  16.96 4.19  8.45  29.60  1.20  28.81  1.23   20.56  1.72 

2.2 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A  

37.9 548  35.95  17.01 4.62  9.34  30.88  1.16  28.86  1.25   22.73  1.58 

3.1a - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
NA  

38.3 –  18.23  17.12 –  –  17.12  1.06  17.12  1.06  15.48  –  1.18 

3.1b - Sϕ3/ 
100/COL/ 
A  

38.5 505  27.14  17.17 4.25  8.61  30.03  0.90  29.01  0.94   20.94  1.30 

3.2a - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
NA  

38.3 –  21.47  17.12 –  –  17.12  1.25  17.12  1.25  15.48  –  1.39 

3.2b - Sϕ3/ 
100/COL/ 
A  

38.4 479  35.21  17.14 4.03  8.15  29.34  1.20  28.99  1.21   19.86  1.77 

4.1 - Sϕ3/ 
100/PCR/ 
A  

38.7 485  34.35  17.21 4.08  8.27  29.57  1.16  29.05  1.18   20.13  1.71 

4.2 - Sϕ3/ 
100/PCR/ 
A  

38.7 482  35.60  17.21 4.06  8.22  29.50  1.21  29.05  1.23   20.01  1.78 

5.1 - Sϕ3/ 
075/UCR/ 
A  

38.9 492  37.04  17.25 5.49  11.11  33.86  1.09  32.94  1.12   27.49  1.35 

5.2 - Sϕ3/ 
075/UCR/ 
A  

38.9 505  41.85  17.25 5.63  11.41  34.30  1.22  32.94  1.27   28.22  1.48 

Phase 2 
beams              

6.1 – 
Reference  

35.73 –  19.71  16.47 –  –  16.47  1.20  16.47  1.20  15.12  –  1.30 

6.2 – 
Reference  

35.73 –  18.50  16.47 –  –  16.47  1.12  16.47  1.12  15.12  –  1.22 

7.1 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A/G  

35.82 418  25.36  16.49 3.55  7.12  27.16  0.90  27.97  0.91  –  17.22  1.47 

7.2 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A/G  

35.82 506  35.51  16.49 4.29  8.62  29.40  1.21  27.97  1.27  –  20.85  1.70 

8.1 - Uϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A  

35.73 495  37.74  16.47 3.76  7.56  27.79  1.36  27.67  1.36  –  20.00  1.89 

8.2 - Uϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A  

35.73 580  34.75  16.47 4.41  8.85  29.73  1.17  27.67  1.26  –  23.43  1.48 

9.1 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A/S  

35.82 316  20.54  16.49 2.61  –  19.10  1.08  19.10  1.08  15.14  –  1.36 

9.2 - Sϕ3/ 
100/UCR/ 
A/S  

35.82 338  22.03  16.49 2.80  –  19.29  1.14  19.10  1.15  15.14  –  1.46 

10.1 - Uϕ3/ 
075/UCR/ 
A  

35.82 511  36.79  16.49 5.19  10.40  32.08  1.15  31.43  1.17  –  27.53  1.34 

10.2 - Uϕ3/ 
075/UCR/ 
A  

35.82 568  33.65  16.49 5.76  11.56  33.81  1.00  31.43  1.07  –  30.60  1.10      

Average  1.14   1.16    1.45        
Standard 
deviation  

0.10   0.11    0.23        

Coeff. of 
Variation 
(%)  

9.1   9.5    15.7    
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6. Conclusions 

An experimental study involving 10 small-scale beam specimens is 
presented to study different active SMA external shear strengthening 
configurations: with U-shaped stirrups to facilitate the construction 
process, and with spirals whose lower part is arranged in the grooved RC 
element, and also by spirally confining the compressed chord. The re-
sults were also compared to those obtained in a previous experimental 
study that involved 10 other beam specimens, with the same dimensions 
and materials, but with different strengthening configurations. The 
experimental shear strengths were compared in detail to the predictions 
made by CCCM and EC2. 

The main drawn conclusions are: 

• The experimental results show promising performance for the pro-
posed technology, which increases both the shear strength of the 
retrofitted beams and deflection upon failure. On average, the ret-
rofitted beams with active strengthening (in all their depths) show an 
82% increment in shear strength and 2.6-fold greater deflections 

• The new proposed U-stirrups are those with the least initial imper-
fection (io) and, therefore, with higher initial stress to confine the RC 
element. In any case, the beams strengthened with U-stirrups offer 
non-significant differences with those with active spirals in shear 
strength terms, however display slightly better ductility behaviour 
after shear failure  

• Grooves affect the crack pattern by also affecting the retrofitted RC 
element’s shear behaviour and introducing undesired variability. In 
addition, the spiral retrofit with grooves offers no improvement in 
relation to the spiral retrofits without grooves. This conclusion must 
be taken cautiously given the very few tests conducted in the beams 
with grooves  

• The beams with only the confined compression chord have lower 
shear strength values than the other active retrofits, but significant 
increments in deflection after the peak shear force  

• The predictions by CCCM with no modifications in relation to the 
original procedure for standard RC beams, and by taking into ac-
count the stress deduced at SMA wires (from the measures taken 
before and during tests), are satisfactory with an average Vtest/VRd 
ratio value that equals 1.14 and a 9.1% coefficient of variation for the 
20 analysed tests. Furthermore for design purposes, the CCCM model 
shows an average Vtest/VRd ratio value that equals 1.16 and a 9.5% 
coefficient of variation. These results confirm that using CCCM for 
design purposes with the suggested stresses in strengthening wires 
offers a safe (Vtest/Vpred ratios range from 0.9 to 1.36) and accurate 
(Vtest/Vpred standard deviation is 0.11) agreement with the tested 
elements. In any case, more research is necessary because other 
important aspects, such as size effect, are not considered  

• The EC2 predictions are quite conservative and present high scatter, 
with an average Vtest/VRd ratio value equalling 1.45, and a 15.7% 
coefficient of variation for the studied beams 

Fig. 12. Beams during wire installation (initial imperfection before activation).  

Table 8 
Summary of the comparison values of the two experimental program phases and predictions.  

Average beams with… Experimental CCCM EC2 

Vtest 

(kN) 
SSItest 
(%) 

VCCCM 

(kN) 
Vtest

VCCCM 

SSICCCM 

(%) 
SSItest

SSICCCM 

VEC2 

(kN) 
Vtest

VEC2 

SSIEC2 

(%) 
SSItest
SSIEC2 

Non-strengthened (1.1, 1.2, 3.1a, 3.2a, 6.1, 6.2)  19.10 –  16.82  1.14 –  –  15.32  1.25 – – 
Spirals (2.1, 2.2, 3.2b, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 7.2)  34.34 80  30.37  1.13 80  0.99  22.30  1.54 46 1.75 
U-shape stirrups (8.1, 8.2, 10.1, 10.2)  35.73 87  30.85  1.16 83  1.04  25.39  1.41 66 1.32 
100 mm spacing (2.1, 2.2, 3.2b, 4.1, 4.2, 7.2, 8.1, 8.2)  33.70 76  29.54  1.14 76  1.01  20.94  1.61 37 2.08 
75 mm spacing (5.1, 5.2, 10.1, 10.2)  37.33 95  33.50  1.11 99  0.96  28.45  1.31 86 1.11 
Strengthened (2.1, 2.2, 3.2b, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 7.2, 8.1, 

8.2, 10.1, 10.2)  
34.74 82  30.76  1.13 83  0.99  23.25  1.49 52 1.58 

Wrapping comp. chord (9.1, 9.2)  21.29 11  19.19  1.11 14  0.81  15.32  1.39 0 0  
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• The correlation in terms of the shear strength increment between the 
CCCM predictions and the experimental results is accurate. Thus 
CCCM correctly predicts the relative increment of shear strength for 
all the studied SMA strengthening systems, including the beams in 
which only the compression chord was strengthened. This aspect 
could not be studied with the EC2 shear strength equations 
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